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LETTER
FROM THE CHAIR

© Photo: Mauricio Castillo.
Dear Brothers and Sisters,
I am pleased to present the Annual Report of the

Additionally, the WSA did not request funds

Muhammad Subuh Foundation (MSF) for the year

for the WSA Archives, choosing instead to use

2021. Despite continued pressure from the Covid-

its own reserves to cover annual Archives

19 pandemic and early warning signs of the global

expenses.

inflation and economic downturn that came in
2022,

MSF

was

able

to

continue

normal

operations.

Contrary to what many members may think,
MSF’s portfolio is small by international
standards, and does not yet have the capacity

MSF’s investment portfolio gained 10.32% in

to fund a large number of projects in Subud.

2021, and the Foundation was able to provide

Therefore, the trustees try hard to keep a

grants totaling USD 33,700 for Subud Houses and

balance between spending and the austerity

projects. Grants for the International Helpers were

needed to preserve its funding capacity in the

not distributed because most travel was canceled

years to come.

due to the pandemic.
Continues on the next page
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Ibu Rahayu has offered her guidance in this

2021 marked 30 years since the founding

respect, urging MSF to carefully safeguard

of the Muhammad Subuh Foundation. 100

its assets so they can grow.

Subud members, including MSF trustees
past and present, celebrated virtually on

After a year of postponement due to the

Zoom. We were honored by the presence

Covid-19

International

of Ibu Rahayu and members of her family.

Helpers were able to meet in Porto,

This milestone reminds us all of our

Portugal, where they tested new trustee

capacity in Subud to work and grow

candidates

2021-2025.

together within our diversity, inspired by

Elaina Dodson from the United States and

our wish that Subud continues to develop

Michael

and expand throughout the world.

pandemic,

for

the

Heathcote

the

period
from

the

United

Kingdom were re-elected by the WSA. In
addition, Elaina was appointed Vice-Chair of

With love and respect from the entire MSF

MSF, and Michael will continue his duties as

team,

Treasurer of the Foundation. Additionally,
Markus Fraval from Sydney, Australia was
also elected as a new trustee for the same
period.
Another important milestone in the joint
work of WSA and MSF, which fulfilled a

Mauricio Castillo
Chairperson
2018-2023

mandate of the 15th Subud World Congress
held in Freiburg, Germany, is the new WSA
Endowment Fund launched in January,
2021. Its main objective is to support
WSA's annual operating budget in the long
term.
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GRANTS
AWARDED

IN
2021
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Grants
awarded to
Subud Houses,
WSA
& Projects
© Photo: Members of Subud Australia, 2022.

FUNDS AWARDED:

USD 33,701
MSF awarded USD 33,701 in grants to Subud houses, projects and WSA.
Despite the impact of the pandemic crisis in the development and
execution of projects related to Subud houses, capital improvements
and projects around the world, the Foundation was able to award four
projects and programs, one for capital improvement of a Subud House in
Sunshine Coast, Australia, one for Fundación Todo un Mundo from
Ecuador with a project supporting the education of very young children,
one grant for the Subud Education Fund under the umbrella of Susila
Dharma International Association and another grant for the WSA Care
Support Program for COVID 19 Relief Fund.
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SUBUD SUNSHINE COAST INC.,
AUSTRALIA
USD 20,000

To build a new Latihan hall
on their Subud property.
MSF supported part of the
cost of the project that
complemented funds
collected by the group.

© Photos: Courtesy of Subud Sunshine Coast.
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TODO UN
MUNDO
FOUNDATION
QUITO,
ECUADOR

GRANTS
TO
PROJECTS
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Fundación Todo un Mundo,
Quito, Ecuador
USD 5,701 from Farkas Fund
To support the Ludoteka, the main project of the foundation located in
Quito, Ecuador and run by Subud members. The Ludoteka is a playful and
educational place for children aged 3 to 12 in which their social, emotional,
motor and cognitive development is supported.

1.

3.

2.

4.

Images:
1 & 2. Bumpy previous condition
3. Workers laying the grass and
compost
4. Children enjoying the mud

© Photos: Courtesy of Fundación Todo Un Mundo.
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Fundación Todo un Mundo, Quito, Ecuador
By Dara Cisneros
In the photo: Girls and boys enjoying the green field.

© Photos: Courtesy of Fundación Todo el Mundo.

An inspection of the outdoor space at
Ludoteka was done to evaluate the existing
cement court conditions where kids used to
play. Several imperfections were observed,
such as uneven surfaces, cracks in the
cement, and small stones. These caused
stumbles, falls, slips, ankle twists, and
scratches on hands, elbows, and knees, so
the use of the court was temporarily
suspended.
After the aforementioned assessment, it
was decided that the best option was to
remove the pavement and change it for
grass. Nevertheless, the cost was high.

That is why funding for this modification was
requested to MSF as a grant so that kids
could continue to play and reinforce their
motor skills as well as the relations between
them.
Afterwards, an experienced team in debris
removal, land preparation, and laying of
grass, was hired. When the cement was
being removed, large rocks were found,
which caused a bigger level difference that
was enhanced further with the rainy season.
Therefore, leveling the complete area was
required before placing the soil and the
grass.

Nowadays, the kids enjoy this area, sharing group movement games and sports such as soccer,
catch, hide and seek, flags, and others. When it rains, as the court gets flooded, they enjoy
playing with handcrafted boats, and just play with the water pods. Also, they watch and research
the reproductive cycle of dragonflies, frogs and other insects and compare their observations
with the lectures.
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OTHER
GRANTS

SDIA
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SUSILA DHARMA
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION
USD 5,000

The Subud Education
Fund (SEF) was
recreated in 2021 by
the Subud Education
Association (SEA),
under the umbrella of
SDIA to provide for the
educational needs of
Subud members and
their families.

© Free Stock Photo.
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OTHER
GRANTS

WSA
CARE
SUPPORT
PROGRAM
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WSA CARE SUPPORT PROGRAM,
COVID 19 RELIEF PROGRAM
USD 3,000
The World Subud
Association Care
Support Program aims
to help Subud
members who have
personal emergency
needs. MSF awarded a
grant to this program
specifically to support
Subud members and
families affected by
the COVID 19
pandemic.

© Free Stock Photo.
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WSA CARE SUPPORT
PROGRAM
Collaborating to help Subud members most in
need during the pandemic
The Muhammad Subuh Foundation (MSF) was pleased to participate in a matching grant
program with Susila Dharma International Association (SDIA) to assist the World Subud
Association’s Care Support Program in 2021.
Two areas of the world were identified as having many Subud members suffering severe
economic hardships in 2020 and 2021 due to the global pandemic caused by the Covid-19
virus. These areas were India and Colombia.
MSF provided the World Subud Association (WSA) with a grant of USD 3,000, to match the
SDIA contribution for the Care Support Program.
SDIA had contributed first, and these funds were quickly disbursed to the applications
already in hand from Subud members in India. WSA Care Support subsequently received
an application coordinated by the national committee of Subud Colombia.
The Subud Colombia national committee reviewed and approved a list of thirteen members
who had found themselves in dire need because of the pandemic. Some members had
medical issues that needed to be quickly resolved, some needed funding for food and other
necessities, and some experienced their income disappearing from their small businesses
due to the pandemic, and were finding it very difficult to support themselves.
The matching funds from MSF were thus applied entirely to these applications from
Colombia, which were also vetted by the international helpers and underwent a final review
from the WSA Care Support team.
The WSA Care Support Program is specifically designed to financially assist Subud
members who require one-time funding for a medical or other emergency. The WSA Care
Support Program is supported by donations and grants from Subud members and
institutions like the Muhammad Subuh Foundation to help fellow Subud members in need.
Hannah Baerveldt
Treasurer 2018-2024
World Subud Association
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FROM SUBUD
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IN COLOMBIA
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I am very grateful for the
support that was given to
me through Care Support
and I thank all the people
involved in the process who
with their selfless work

I am very grateful, 100% grateful for the
humanitarian aid I received from you. It came
at the right time, allowing me to pay
obligations that I was in arrears with, mainly
the rent. I was able to pay two months' rent. I
want to thank the foundation for this money,

make this help possible. For

because with it, I was able to solve my housing

me it was a great blessing

problem.

because thanks to this
support I was able to start

I also want to thank Claudia, president of

my orthodontic treatment in

Subud Colombia at that time, and all the

which I continue today and

helpers and people who donated, intervened

has meant a positive impact

and made this possible so that the money could

in reducing the discomfort
that afflicted me. Thanks to

reach all those who needed it the most. I send
a big hug to all of you.

the Subud brotherhood that
makes it possible for human
beings to be more human.
Hugs,
Melia Quimbayo

From Cartago, Valle:
My wife and I are very grateful to MSF for
having taken us into account in such crucial
moments as the Pandemic, sending us
resources that thanks to God arrived at an
opportune moment and were a great relief

I have only words of

for us. God bless you all, thank you very

gratitude for having

much. We remain connected through the

been chosen for the

Latihan, Subud and the power of God.

donation given through
Care Support. That was
of great benefit to me.
Thank you very much
for your support and
help.
God grant you many
blessings for your

To the brothers & sisters of Care Support

services.

and MSF: From the moment I received
that help, I felt very grateful, because it

Afrodista.

came at the exact moment when I was in
very bad health. Thank you very much to
all of you and to Subud Colombia as well.
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I thank God Almighty, Subud and

We would like to thank Claudia Restrepo,

the people who donated this great

Arsad Medina, Lucas Roldán and Martín

help of one million colombian

Fiscó for their support and efforts to help

pesos, which was a great blessing

us obtain these testimonials; and all the

for the lives of my children, my

members of Subud Colombia, who so

mother and me.

kindly and lovingly shared their
experiences with us.

With this money I was able to pay
the school fees of one of my
children, which I had not been
able to pay all year. I am infinitely
grateful for all the help, the
contributions and all the
collaboration that you gave me
because you were an oasis in the
middle of the desert. Although I
still have many debts from the
past, the help I received from you
was gigantic at that time.

On behalf of my family, I express my gratitude to
Care Support and MSF for the cash donation of

Once again, I am infinitely and

one million colombian pesos, which I received in

deeply grateful to Subud for that

January 2022.

collaboration and may God
continue to bless each and every
one of the people who contributed
to help us move forward.
Adriana Tabares/ Lorena, Subud
Armenia Group.

This contribution has been a blessing for me and
my family, since with this money we covered food
and utilities for two months.
Thank you very much.
God bless you all.
Elisa Aydee Ramos
Subud Bogotá, Teusaquillo group.
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TESTIMONIALS
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ENDOWMENTS

US INVESTMENT REGULATIONS
AND PORTFOLIO IMPLICATIONS
MSF’s investment portfolio includes a

As an example, if MSF receives a

general fund and endowments. The

$100,000 endowment, the endowment

general fund includes cash and assets

value should grow in line with inflation.

donated to MSF without restrictions.

Based on the current estimated inflation

MSF’s endowments are funds given by

rate

donors for specific purposes (e.g. Subud

endowment should be worth $124,920

Australia or Subud archives).

after 10 years and $156,051 after 20

Endowments are usually set up with the

years. Only the gains above inflation can

intention that the capital should be

be spent on grants. If MSF spends more

maintained in perpetuity with only the

or less in one year, it will impact how

income or gains from capital spent on

much it can spend in the future as the

grants according to the donor’s wishes.

endowment value has to keep up with

of

2.25%,

the

$100,000

inflation.
As a US non-profit foundation, MSF
follows

the

Prudent

Historically endowments have targeted

Management of Institutional Funds Act

annualised returns of inflation +4% or

(UPMIFA in short) which sets out rules

5%. This means that 4% to 5% of the

for

Under

endowment value could be spent on

UPMIFA regulations, the real value of

average and still ensure that the capital

the

be

value grows in line with inflation. The

maintained over time which means that

MSF portfolio had a target return of

the value of the endowment fund should

inflation +4% since 2015 which it has

increase in line with inflation and only

achieved.

managing
endowment

Uniform

endowments.
fund

should

the income or gains above inflation can
be spent on grants and projects.

Continues on the next page
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In the current environment of low

Given MSF’s mission to support the

interest rates and high valuations, the

long-term growth of Subud, investing for

expected market returns are lower than

the

in the past. Based on the current market

spending less in the short-term means

expectations,

having a larger investment portfolio and

the

MSF

portfolio

is

expected to generate average returns of

long

term

makes

sense,

and

a larger spending pool in the long term.

inflation +2.5% over the next 10 years.
This means that only 2.5% of the

Helene Jelman

portfolio value can be spent on grants

Portfolio Manager

annually to ensure the portfolio value

Muhammad Subuh Foundation

keeps up with inflation.
Vanguard,

a

major

US

Financial

institution has done some research
which showed that spending less of the
endowment annually meant a larger
portfolio value after 50 years which
makes sense. What was more surprising
is that spending a lower amount of the
portfolio value annually also meant a
larger total amount spent on grants over
a 50-year period. Using a spending rate
of 5%, a $1m portfolio in 1960 (worth
$7.46m

in

2010)

would

be

worth

$6.41m in 2010 and would have spent
$15.13m

over

50

years.

Using

a

spending rate of 4%, a $1m portfolio in
1960 would be worth $10.75m in 2010
and would have spent $15.7m over 50
years.
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Remembering
Harun Murray

A tribute, by Garrett Thomson
The formation of the MSF owes
a lot to many people, but
especially important is the
contribution of our dear friend
Harun Murray, who died in 2001
in Jerusalem soon after the Bali
World Congress.
The formation of the World
Subud Association was
approved at the World Congress
in Sydney in January 1989,
primarily so that individual
members, through their national
organizations, could have a say
in its direction. Previously, the
main international legal
institution had been a
foundation (SBIF), which
doesn’t have members. SBIF
felt undemocratic, and hence
the need for the WSA as an
association.
However, the Sydney Congress
also envisaged that the WSA
would have a permanent
endowment fund, which would
have a distinct legal identity
from the WSA. This was one of
the seeds in the formation of
MSF.

© Harun Murray, Photo Courtesy of Garrett Thomson.

Continues on the next page
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During the first WSC meeting
after the Congress, in August
1990, held in Quito, Varindra
proposed that this endowment
fund be named ‘the Muhammad
Subuh Foundation’, as the
successor to SBIF, with Ibu
Rahayu and Varindra as life long
trustees. This proposal followed
the indication from his dream,
which I assume has been
written about extensively.

© Harun Murray, Photo Courtesy of Lutfiya Murray.

During this Quito meeting,
Harun was standing in for Ruth
Kelly, the Zone 7
representative, who was
seriously ill. Harun was also the
company secretary for the WSA,
having been directly involved in
the process of registering the
WSA as a non-profit in Virginia.
He replaced myself (Garrett) in
this role of secretary, when I
was appointed the deputy-chair
of the WSA.

Continues on the next page
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It was during this Quito meeting that

In this early history of MSF, the WSC

Rozak Tatebe, the ISC chairperson (or

were trying find a good way to conceive

the WSA executive), bravely requested

how the relationship between the WSA

that the site of the next Congress be

and the MSF should be framed. This is

tested rather than being automatically

why the MSF was not registered until

assigned to Japan where the executive

after the 1991 meeting. It was felt to be

team was located. In the testing, it was

a delicate matter and it was

felt that the Congress should be in

contentious. On the one hand, the MSF

Amanecer in Colombia, given that the

was seen as an institution concerned

center could be made ready in time.

primarily for the long-term development
of Subud (as a set of organizations and

However, the legal registration of the

as a community), and this required the

MSF was not agreed until a year later.

independence of the MSF as a legal

Between 1990 and 1991, the

body distinct from the short-term

provisional bylaws were crafted and

operations of the WSA. On the other

hammered out by a working group,

hand, the MSF was established as the

which was fueled by the energy of

foundation or trust for Subud as

Harun, who had since been appointed

represented by the WSA. It was an

the representative of Zone 7, following

institution or an organ of the WSA,

the death of Ruth Kelly.

established by the WSA to serve Subud,
and this was reflected in the joint

When the WSC met in Tokyo, in July

budget process for MSF and the

1991, the articles and bylaws of MSF

appointment of the MSF board by the

were finally agreed, after several rounds

WSA directors. Harun was an integral

of amendments. The first MSF board

part of these discussions from 1990-91.

was also appointed in this meeting. It

Like most of the zonal representatives,

was comprised of: Rozak Tatebe, Simon

he favored closer relations between

Guerrand, Marzuki Andújar, Muchtar

MSF and WSA.

Martins, Helena Goonetilleke, Sjarifin
Gardiner, Lienhard Berger, and Garrett
Thomson, as well as the two lifelong
trustees Varindra and Ibu Rahayu. With
this agreement in place, Harun took the
lead in registering the MSF in the USA.
Continues on the next page
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This was an exciting period, a time of

Harun was a very articulate and

uncertainty. We were establishing

practically intelligent person. He was

Amanecer as an international center,

straightforward and honest. He was not

trying to raise the funds and complete

judgmental of others, even when he

the buildings in time to host the World

disagreed with them. He was very

Congress. We were trying to build the

generous in his service to Subud, and

local networks and social programs to

very proactive in his understanding of

make Amanecer a vibrant educational

the work. I remember him saying that,

and cultural center in the region. We

as ISC chairman, he had mistakenly

were also trying to build up MSF as a

thought at first that his work was only to

new institution, which would hold the

serve Subud members and that, only

international assets of the WSA, and

later, he realized that the job was also to

which would support the international

serve the wider human community at

centers in Kalimantan, Colombia and

large, echoing the claim that Subud is

Jakarta, as well as the emerging centers

for all of humanity.

elsewhere such as Mina Clavero in
Argentina. While the aims were lofty, the

After the World Congress in Spokane in

reality was modest. When Varindra and I

1998, Harun served as the CEO of MSF

went to open the first MSF bank account

for a couple of years, working as a team

in NY, we made an initial deposit of one

with his wife Lutfiya, who continues to

hundred dollars, rather than the large

serve Subud to this day as the

donations that Varindra had hoped for.

representative for Zone 5 (English

I, Garrett, was appointed as the first

speaking Africa).

MSF CEO during the meetings in Spain in
1992.

I am personally very grateful to have
had the opportunity work with him over

At the Congress in Colombia in 1993,

several years, as well as to share a close

Harun was appointed the chairperson of

personal friendship. It is very good to

ISC (executive of the WSA) and his

pay tribute to him here for all that he did

period ended with the World Congress in

for the formation of MSF, and more

Spokane. I can testify that this role

besides.

requires a huge commitment, lots of
work and tons of patience.

Garrett Thomson
Former Trustee and CEO of MSF and

I was able to witness the immense

WSA

amount of work that Harun put into this

Current CEO of GHFP

new role.
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Trustees
Main Goal
© Photo: MSF meeting with YMS in Adipuri Oct 2019.

The mission of the MSF is to foster the long-term growth and worldwide development of Subud
through the Latihan Kejiwaan as our founder, Muhammad Subuh Sumohadiwidjojo, originally
received it. MSF's purpose is to build a capital fund to sustain its mission.
This capital fund holds and invests Subud's assets received through donations and bequests from
members and businesses.

To fulfil its mission, MSF
currently directs its resources in the following ways:
Supporting Subud groups in the purchase and improvement of their Subud properties.
Supporting the travel of our international helpers to work with national and regional helpers in
countries around the world.
Providing funds to help preserve Bapak's and Ibu Rahayu's material related to the
development of Subud.
Providing funds to enable MSF to support affiliates (called Wings) recognised by the WSA that
promote cultural, educational, social and humanitarian work for the human community.
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NEW TRUSTEES
2021 - 2025
Markus, was opened in 1987 at Loudwater, UK.

Elaina, was opened in 1975 in Chicago, Illinois,

He officially joined MSF on December 1st, 2021

U.S.A. She has served in different Kejiwaan and

after being appointed Trustee on October 18,

committee positions within Subud at the local,

2021.

national, and international level. Since 1983 she
has

been

a

local

helper

and

she

was

During his lifetime he has been very active in

International Helper from Area 3 from 2010 to

Subud. He was Subud Australia National Helper

2014. She has also served as regional and

from 2010 to 2014; he was Subud Adelaide’s

national chair of Subud U.S.A.

chair from 2015 to 2017, and he also enrolled as
Subud

Enterprise

Services

Coordinator

in

Michael, was opened in West Sussex in 1971 at

Australia in the early 2000s. He is currently a

the age of 27. He has been a local helper since

Board member of Dharma Care, a small social

1981, and he has been appointed as regional

not-for-profit with associate membership of

helper in various times. He has also enrolled as

SDIA.

group chair and local, regional and national
Treasurer. He has been MSF Treasurer and
trustee since 2013.

Markus Fraval

Elaina Dodson

Michael Heathcote

Australia

USA

United Kingdom

2021-2025

2021-2025

2021-2025
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THE
IMPORTANCE
OF

COMMUNICATION
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GROWING MEMBERS'
Awareness of The Importance of MSF
“I’ve heard of MSF but have no idea what it

But even after 30 years of MSF’s existence,

is!” This expression can be heard around

many still do not understand its mission,

the world when you mention the foundation

how it works, what it can mean for their

that bears the name of Bapak Muhammad

spiritual lives.

Subuh Sumohadiwidjojo, the founder of
Subud.

Is the problem that MSF has not yet lived up
to its potential, or could it be something as

Many people know the history of the

simple as a failure to communicate?

Muhammad Subuh Foundation—how global
journalist, prolific author, and early Subud

MSF is not a monolith. It does not exist or

member Varindra Vittachi received in a

function in a bubble, but as part of the

dream that there should be a foundation in

Kejiwaan

honor of Bapak, built upon people’s last

experience in Subud. It exists to support the

wills and testaments. You can see the

World Subud Association, which is all of us,

history in a beautiful film recently produced

and its mission is straightforward: “…to

for

build a lasting financial capacity for the

MSF

and

housed

on

(www.msubuhfoundation.org).

its

website

“circle

of

life”

that

we

all

Subud community with dedication to the
worldwide

growth

and

long-term

development of Subud.”

Continues on the next page

© Photo by Manuela Ospina, Subud Cali, Colombia.
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MSF does this by simultaneously

MSF produces an annual report and is

growing its capacity while giving grants

revamping its website to improve the

to Subud groups seeking to own or

“user experience.” Most people use the

improve their Latihan premises. It also

website to navigate the grant

grants funding to support critical needs

application process, but it can also be

of the global Subud community—

used to grow awareness of MSF and its

International Helper travel and the

mission. MSF conducts presentations at

Archives.

larger Subud gatherings, and there are
national liaisons in many countries who

But its portfolio is small by global

help spread the word.

foundation standards, so the hope is to
grow awareness of what MSF could

Although finances are not always a

mean not just for the “here and now”

crowd-pleasing subject in Subud, these

but for future generations of people who

efforts do seem to have had an impact.

might flock to this life-altering spiritual

But more can be done. The question is,

path just like we did.

what? Perhaps it is just a matter of time.
In a mostly volunteer organization (with

How to do that? One way is through

two paid staff positions), it is difficult to

increased communication: reach people

find the time and creative energy to do

where they are. In the past few years,

everything that is needed. But maybe

MSF has opened its board of trustee

there is another factor at work as well:

meetings to observers on Zoom and

perhaps we in Subud are just not ready

YouTube, and has greatly expanded its

yet to look at the big picture. MSF

outreach via its website

trustees and staff grapple with this

(www.msubuhfoundation.org) and a

every day, right along with everyone

Facebook page (please follow!). In

else, still navigating our own personal

addition, it sends out regular electronic

spiritual evolutions as we debate

newsletters, though the challenges of

concrete next steps. The trustee

maintaining a global email distribution

positions are temporary, and therefore

list are daunting.

we are merely caretakers.

Continues on the next page
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I hope that future trustees will have great inner capacity to bring MSF into
everyday awareness in a great and lasting way, always remembering the man for
whom it is named, and always keeping the Kejiwaan front and center—the key to
everything. In the meantime, please stay in touch and offer your observations
and critiques. They are always welcomed! And please forgive me these random
musings on a lovely Spring morning.
Elaina Dodson
Vice-Chair, Muhammad Subuh Foundation
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Remembering

MUCHSIN SILVA,
A PORTRAIT
by Luqman Rivera
I met Muchsin back in 1968, when he
was starting his medical studies at the
Universidad del Valle, at an interfaculty football match. He already
spoke English. He graduated from the
Colombo Británico School, the best
school in Cali around those years. We
were not classmates at that time of
university life, but we did have friends
in common such as Charli Pineda, the
crazy Octavio Paz, "El Conde" (The
Count) Luigi, and Alfredo Londoño,
who,

years

later,

would

become

interested in the Latihan experience.
Our friendship really began when
Muchsin arrived with Marcos Silva, in
February 1971, at that house located
on the first floor, in the old San
Nicolás neighborhood, whose owner
was

Don

theosophist,

José
very

Prati,

an

generous

old
with

Subud in those years.
According to Roberto Marín, it was
eight o'clock at night when he heard a
knock at the door. He opened it and
saw

two

young

men,

almost

© Muchsin Silva, Former Trustee 2016-2021
Photo: Courtesy of Subud Colombia.

teenagers, asking for Subud, and
Roberto, inspired by a grace, said to
them: "Boys, you have come to the
right place".

Continues on the next page
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At that time, the helpers were Orlando

Muchsin had a great understanding of

Puerta, Roberto Ramírez, Rachiman

the human condition, a great sense of

López, Jorge Bonilla, and don José

humor, and a great memory. He also had

Prati, who had received the opening

a playful personality.

from Pak Subuh, in 1963, when he first
came to Colombia.

In 1980, we traveled together to
Indonesia for the purpose of Ramadan in

I remember that Muchsin was a young

Wisma Subud. It was a long trip but it

man of great social sympathy and the

was worth it. Without the translation

year after his opening (1971), he was

services of my brother Muchsin, I would

elected president of the Cali Local

not have been able to understand the

Committee and so, it fell to him to

talks Bapak gave during that period of

organise Bapak's fourth visit to Cali.

fasting.

The talks, tests, and Latihan were held
in a large hall in the Santa Librada

One of them was held in Bapak's house,

school and Bapak stayed with his

in a spacious room with beautiful

entourage for the third time, in Rafaela

tapestries, decorated with Javanese

Rubio's house.

ornaments. For those of us who went to
that beautiful house, we were privileged

Muchsin married Sandra (Magali), the

to hear from Bapak's lips, his reading

mother of Roberto, Hosana, and Rocío,

from the book he wrote about his own

in 1972, when he was 22 years old. In

life, which he had not yet published.

1975, he traveled to the World
Congress, which was held in Germany,

I remember Sharif Horthy interpreting,

and thus began to get to know the

and at the same time, with fraternal

multicultural and international

generosity, Muchsin interpreting for me.

character of the Subud Brotherhood.

He was never stingy with his knowledge.
On the contrary, he was always

It was also around this time that he

generous. I still have photos of that

specialised in psychiatry and began his

memorable event, for all of us.

clinical practice with patients under the
guidance of Dr. León. Then he began to
understand that the psychological pain
of the human being, has its origin in the
separation of the human being from the
sacred.

Continues on the next page
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During that Ramadan, we used to go to Sudarto's house after breaking the
fast. At one of those visits, Muchsin asked Sudarto about the animal nature of
both of us. He said then, that Muchsin's animal strength was the one of a lion
and mine, he said, was one of a deer and he laughed. A lion and a deer walking
together!
The lion does not attack the deer because they both have the vibration of the
Latihan. If you continue to do this with sincerity and patience, you will become
human beings with a djasmani nature. In the meantime, you must be attentive
to the powerful influence of that animal energy.
Then we returned to Colombia and Muchsin became a psychiatrist with great
recognition in the medical community as a good Muslim, he went to Mecca,
fulfilling one of the pillars of Islam. I no longer remember the details of his
experience with millions of people who leave their personalities behind to go
in search of the Holy. What is certain, is that he was always a good father, a
good son, a good friend, and above all a good Subud brother.

© Photos of Young Muchsin, Ramadan at Wisma Subud, Indonesia, 1980, Courtesy of Luqman Rivera.
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FINANCIAL

STATEMENT
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FINANCIAL REPORT 2021
Audit Financial Report with full details is available on:
https://tinyurl.com/3cnzpk4f

As in 2020 the investment portfolio continued to show unrealized gains
in 2021 ahead of the 10 year average annual projected growth of 4.5%
pa (per annum). It should be noted that the volatile markets will in all
probability show a downturn in 2022 and the 10 year average
investment growth of 4.5% pa is being constantly monitored by the
Investment Committee and MSF’s portfolio advisor. In 2021 WSA set up
its Endowment fund within MSF which was valued as at the year end at
$88,525. No grants will be made from this Endowment until the
principle reaches $500,000.
Only one legacy was received in 2021, for

$14,226. In 2021 the

trustees created a Capital Preservation Fund (CPF) into which a
sliding % was transferred from the General Fund of larger bequests,
legacies, and releases of funds from the sale of assets amounting to
$763,178. Additions in the year plus unrealized gains of this CPF of
$87,979 increased this fund to $851,117 as at 31st December 2021.
The whole Muhammad Subuh Foundation team continues to be hugely
thankful

to

receive

bequests

and

legacies

as

these

enable

the

Foundation to continue to fulfil Bapak’s vision of its being a vehicle to
promote and aid Subud in the world for future generations.
Michael Heathcote
Treasurer and Trustee,
Muhammad Subuh Foundation
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Statement of Financial Position as of December
31, 2021 and 2020 (U.S. Dollars)
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Statement of Activities and Changes in Net Assets
For The Year Ended December 31, 2021 (U.S.
Dollars)
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Financial Charts
Income
Realized gains

62,561

Unrealized gains

254,761

Management fee

1,320

Dividends, interest and gains
on foreign currency exchange rates

197,116

Grant from WSA

58,117

Contribution from Subud members

78,383

TOTAL

652,258

Contribution from Subud members
12%

Realized gains
9.6%

Grant from WSA
8.9%

Unrealized gains
39.1%

Dividends, interest and Gains on
foreign currency exchange rates
30.2%

on Foreign currency exchange rates
30.2%
Management fee
0.2%
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Financial Charts
Expenses
Grants for Subud Houses

12,000

Grants for World Subud
Association

2,061

Grants for others

7,885

Amanecer Property Costs

13,000

Depreciation Expenses on Long
Term Assets

5,475

Management and General

78,743

TOTAL

119,164

Grants for Subud Houses
10.1%
Grants for World Subud Association
1.7%
Grants for others
6.6%

Amanecer Property Costs
10.9%

Management and General
66.1%

Depreciation Expenses on Long Term Assets
4.6%
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Net Assets Over Last Ten Years

Note: All figures in U.S. Dollars

Grants & Management Expenses
Grants

Note: All figures in U.S. Dollars

Management
expenses
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WHO
WE

ARE
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Meet Our Board of Trustees!
"The Trustees have pledged themselves to follow Bapak's
injunction that the MSF would 'look after money well', so that
members who make bequests and donations may have full
confidence that they will be prudently and trustworthily handled
in accordance with their wishes" Varindra Vittachi
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Lucian Parshall Trustee &
Corporate Secretary
(USA)

Elaina Dodso n, Truste e & ViceChair (USA)
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Michael Heathcote
Trustee & Treasurer

Nahum
H a rl a p
, T ru s te
E x - o ff ic
e
io (A u s
tr a li a )

(Great Britain)
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Our Administrative Staff
"The MSF is a vehicle for holding and maintaining Subud assets and for receiving
donations and bequests from members and enterprises for Subud’s long-term
stability and security. MSF focuses on supporting Subud groups around the world to
own Latihan premises, so that members can worship God freely. In addition, MSF
supports International Helpers’ travel to groups, to ensure that groups follow the
Latihan in the right way. And, if it has the means, it supports the Wings".
Ibu Siti Rahayu, March 2013
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PORTFOLIO
MANAGER

Amanda Rivera, Administrator
(Chile)

J e lm a n
H e le n e
)
B r it a in

(Great

Luqma n Rivera , Legal Rep of MSF
(Colom bia)

E lw y n
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,
C h a rt e
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c o u n ta

n t (G re
at

B ri ta in

)

OUR
TEAM IN
COLOMBIA

C a r lo
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)
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Kejiwaan Support of WSA

,
zz o- Bu sa ck
H al in ah Ri
)
SA
Li ai so n (U

IH , M SF
Suryadi Haryono Sumohadiwidjojo,
IH, MSF Liaison (Indonesia)

Liaison With Foundations (Yayasan)
Managing MSF' Assets in Indonesia
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Key Contributors
Interpreters, Translators & Designers
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Fátima Bustillo, Interpreter
(Indonesia)
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Joseph Delcourt, Translator
(France)
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National Liaisons Worldwide
"We invite all of you to help this foundation, because the strength and
success of this foundation depends on your involvement to help protect
and support it, so that the foundation will serve and assist the growth
of Subud." Ibu Siti Rahayu, Innsbruck, 2005.
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Arnaud Delune, France, Subud
Congo Liaison

Murtad o Bustill o, Durham , East
Coast Liaison , USA

Levana
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L .A . U S
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Renata Dunn, Vancouver,
Canada
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LIST OF DONORS
2021
Donor's Name

Country

Elaina Dodson

USA

Gustavo Niero Arias

Colombia

Halim Bustillo

Norway

Hanafi and Levana Fraval

USA

Hardwin Blanchard and

USA

Mariam Salzmann
Hubert Rogers

UK

Iljas Baker

Thailand

Lucian Parshall

USA

Melanie and

USA

Fredrick Branchflower
Rayner Sutherland

USA

Richard Dodson

USA

Rosalyn Neel

USA

Sandra Olsen

Canada

Subud Boston

USA

Versteeg Family

USA
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55 SUBUD HOUSES

Around the World Have Received Grants Since 1991
Middle East
Lebanon
Beirut

6

North America

2

North America
United States
Durham

Central America

Portland
Sonoma
Spokane

Europe

Middle East

Africa

Europe
Spain

13
Asia

Oceania
Australia

South America

Washington DC
South America

America

Colombia

Mexico

Amanecer

Africa
DRC

Kingantoko

Armenia
Istmina

South Africa
Johannesburgo

Ecuador

Cape Town

Quevedo
Quito

Providencia, Santiago
La Florida, Santiago

Coast

Kinshasa

Popayán

Chile

Sunshine

Matadi

Bogotá

Lima

Bosnia
Banja Luka

3

Perth

Cali

Peru

Órgiva

Oceania

Canberra

Central

Tlaxcala

1

14

Seattle

Puebla

7

9

Nigeria
Calabar
Brazil
Sao Paulo

Lagos

Ukraine
Cherkasy
Dnipro
Italy

Asia

Florencia

Thailand
Bangkok

Germany
Munich

Malaysia
Kuala Lumpur

France
Mayenne

Indonesia
MSC, Rungan Sari

United

Palangkaraya

Kingdom

Adi Puri

Lewes

Bogor
Bandung

Portugal

Menteng, Jakarta

Lisbon

Malang
Argentina

Kulon Progo

Mina clavero

Purwokerto
Wisma Subud, Cilandak

Suriname

Surabaya

Accaribo
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GET IN TOUCH
WITH US!

https://www.msubuhfoundation.org/
Muhammad Subuh Foundation
facebook.com/MuhammadSubuhFoundation
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